THE LIMITATIONS CONTAINED IN THIS LIMITED WARRANTY AND ARBITRATION AGREEMENT ("Limited Warranty") APPLY ONLY TO TAMKO SA Roofing System Products (material only); or (b) in lieu of a Certificate, the Owner will be entitled to damages equal to one-third of the dollar value for each one hundred square feet of affected roof area (a "Dollar Limit Per Square").

"Maximum Liability" means the maximum obligation of TAMKO under this Limited Warranty. TAMKO's Maximum Liability is to either:

1. Pay the Owner one-third of the dollar value of the affected roof area for replacement TAMKO SA Roofing System Products (material only); or (b) in lieu of a Certificate, the Owner will be entitled to damages equal to one-third of the dollar value for each one hundred square feet of affected roof area (a "Dollar Limit Per Square").

"Owner's claim" as used in this Limited Warranty means a certificate issued by TAMKO and redeemable at participating distributors for a stated quantity of replacement TAMKO SA Roofing System Products (material only); or (b) in lieu of a Certificate, the Owner will be entitled to damages equal to one-third of the dollar value for each one hundred square feet of affected roof area (a "Dollar Limit Per Square").

"Purchase" means the original purchase price of the TAMKO SA Roofing System Products as sold to the original owner and excluding all taxes, duties, or other charges levied against the purchase of the TAMKO SA Roofing System Products. A "Certificate for Replacement TAMKO SA Roofing System" means a certificate issued by TAMKO and redeemable at participating distributors for a stated quantity of replacement TAMKO SA Roofing System Products (material only); or (b) in lieu of a Certificate, the Owner will be entitled to damages equal to one-third of the dollar value for each one hundred square feet of affected roof area (a "Dollar Limit Per Square").

"Returnable Amount" is determined on the date of the Certificate, and can be determined at any time thereafter. The Owner must notify TAMKO of any defect in or failure of material used as a roof base over which the TAMKO SA Roofing System is applied or of other materials used in the TAMKO SA Roofing System by sending to TAMKO, at its option, either:

1. The product will be examined for possible acceptance as a part of the warranty claim; or

2. The product will be replaced or repaired at TAMKO's option, or the amount due under the warranty claim will be refunded.

How Long Will Your Products Last? The process begins as soon as your product is installed and exposes the harsh elements of nature. The length of time your product will perform to its intended purpose of shedding water will depend on many factors, including, but not limited to, the requirement that the Product fits properly in TAMKO's SA Roofing System and that there are no gaps between the Product and other materials used in the TAMKO SA Roofing System. In this example, to be defective, TAMKO will provide a Certificate for one-third of the Dollar Limit Per Square. In this example, to be defective, TAMKO will provide a Certificate for one-third of the Dollar Limit Per Square.

This Limited Warranty is non-transferable. This Limited Warranty shall accrue and inure only to the benefit of the Owner of the Product and shall not be assignable, sold, or transferred in any manner whatever. Except where prohibited by law, any assignment, sale, transfer of this Limited Warranty or of the building to which the Product is applied shall extinguish all obligations of TAMKO contained herein and hereunder and all implied warranties and conditions including warranties and conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.

MANDATORY BINDING ARBITRATION: EVERY CLAIM OR CONTROVERSY BETWEEN YOU AND TAMKO, AND/OR ITS EMPLOYEES AND AGENTS, ARISING FROM OR RELATING TO THE PRODUCT, ANY TERMS OR CONDITIONS OF SALE OF THE PRODUCT, OR ANY AFFILIATE OF TAMKO, OR ANY ADDITIONAL OBLIGATIONS OR RESPONSIBILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRODUCT EXCEPT AS DESCRIBED ABOVE, IS SUBJECT TO MANDATORY BINDING ARBITRATION: EVERY CLAIM OR CONTROVERSY BETWEEN YOU AND TAMKO, AND/OR ITS EMPLOYEES AND AGENTS, ARISING FROM OR RELATING TO THE PRODUCT, ANY TERMS OR CONDITIONS OF SALE OF THE PRODUCT, OR ANY AFFILIATE OF TAMKO, OR ANY ADDITIONAL OBLIGATIONS OR RESPONSIBILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRODUCT EXCEPT AS DESCRIBED ABOVE, IS SUBJECT TO MANDATORY BINDING ARBITRATION: EVERY CLAIM OR CONTROVERSY BETWEEN YOU AND TAMKO, AND/OR ITS EMPLOYEES AND AGENTS, ARISING FROM OR RELATING TO THE PRODUCT, ANY TERMS OR CONDITIONS OF SALE OF THE PRODUCT, OR ANY AFFILIATE OF TAMKO, OR ANY ADDITIONAL OBLIGATIONS OR RESPONSIBILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRODUCT EXCEPT AS DESCRIBED ABOVE, IS SUBJECT TO MANDATORY BINDING ARBITRATION: EVERY CLAIM OR CONTROVERSY BETWEEN YOU AND TAMKO, AND/OR ITS EMPLOYEES AND AGENTS, ARISING FROM OR RELATING TO THE PRODUCT, ANY TERMS OR CONDITIONS OF SALE OF THE PRODUCT, OR ANY AFFILIATE OF TAMKO, OR ANY ADDITIONAL OBLIGATIONS OR RESPONSIBILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRODUCT EXCEPT AS DESCRIBED ABOVE, IS SUBJECT TO MANDATORY BINDING ARBITRATION: EVERY CLAIM OR CONTROVERSY BETWEEN YOU AND TAMKO, AND/OR ITS EMPLOYEES AND AGENTS, ARISING FROM OR RELATING TO THE PRODUCT, ANY TERMS OR CONDITIONS OF SALE OF THE PRODUCT, OR ANY AFFILIATE OF TAMKO, OR ANY ADDITIONAL OBLIGATIONS OR RESPONSIBILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRODUCT EXCEPT AS DESCRIBED ABOVE, IS SUBJECT TO MANDATORY BINDING ARBITRATION: EVERY CLAIM OR CONTROVERSY BETWEEN YOU AND TAMKO, AND/OR ITS EMPLOYEES AND AGENTS, ARISING FROM OR RELATING TO THE PRODUCT, ANY TERMS OR CONDITIONS OF SALE OF THE PRODUCT, OR ANY AFFILIATE OF TAMKO, OR ANY ADDITIONAL OBLIGATIONS OR RESPONSIBILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRODUCT EXCEPT AS DESCRIBED ABOVE, IS SUBJECT TO MANDATORY BINDING ARBITRATION: EVERY CLAIM OR CONTROVERSY BETWEEN YOU AND TAMKO, AND/OR ITS EMPLOYEES AND AGENTS, ARISING FROM OR RELATING TO THE PRODUCT, ANY TERMS OR CONDITIONS OF SALE OF THE PRODUCT, OR ANY AFFILIATE OF TAMKO, OR ANY ADDITIONAL OBLIGATIONS OR RESPONSIBILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRODUCT EXCEPT AS DESCRIBED ABOVE, IS SUBJECT TO MANDATORY BINDING ARBITRATION: EVERY CLAIM OR CONTROVERSY BETWEEN YOU AND TAMKO, AND/OR ITS EMPLOYEES AND AGENTS, ARISING FROM OR RELATING TO THE PRODUCT, ANY TERMS OR CONDITIONS OF SALE OF THE PRODUCT, OR ANY AFFILIATE OF TAMKO, OR ANY ADDITIONAL OBLIGATIONS OR RESPONSIBILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRODUCT EXCEPT AS DESCRIBED ABOVE, IS SUBJECT TO MANDATORY BINDING ARBITRATION: EVERY CLAIM OR CONTROVERSY BETWEEN YOU AND TAMKO, AND/OR ITS EMPLOYEES AND AGENTS, ARISING FROM OR RELATING TO THE PRODUCT, ANY TERMS OR CONDITIONS OF SALE OF THE PRODUCT, OR ANY AFFILIATE OF TAMKO, OR ANY ADDITIONAL OBLIGATIONS OR RESPONSIBILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRODUCT EXCEPT AS DESCRIBED ABOVE, IS SUBJECT TO
LIMITED WARRANTY INFORMATION
To be completed by Owner and Contractor

OWNER’S NAME:__________________________________________

ADDRESS WHERE APPLIED:__________________________________________

CITY:_________________ STATE:_________________ ZIP:_________________

☐ TAMKO Self-Adhering (SA) Cap Sheet  180 Months (15 Year) Limited Warranty

☐ TAMKO Self-Adhering (SA) Base Sheet  180 Months (15 Year) Limited Warranty

MATERIAL PURCHASED FROM:__________________________________________

DATE OF APPLICATION:__________________________________________

CONTRACTOR’S NAME:__________________________________________

CONTRACTOR’S ADDRESS:__________________________________________

CITY:_________________ STATE:_________________ ZIP:_________________

RETAIN THIS LIMITED WARRANTY AND YOUR CONTRACTOR’S RECEIPT(S) FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

TAMKO SELF-ADHERING (SA) CAP SHEET • TAMKO SELF-ADHERING (SA) BASE SHEET

BUILDING PRODUCTS FOR THE PROFESSIONAL.

Since 1944, building professionals and homeowners have looked to TAMKO for building products. Our extensive line of products includes: Heritage® series and Vintage® laminated asphalt shingles, 3-tab shingles, MetalWorks® steel shingles, EverGrain® and EverGrain® Envision® composite decking, Tam-Rail® and Marquee Railing®, rolled roofing products, waterproofing materials, ventilation products and asbestos-free cements and coatings.

© 2017 TAMKO Building Products, Inc. TAMKO, Heritage, MetalWorks, EverGrain, Envision, Tam-Rail and Marquee Railing are registered trademarks of TAMKO Building Products, Inc.